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When we talk about E-
invoicing, we refer to
‘electronic documents’,
which is a legal
requirement needed to
issue many documents
about any business
transaction. This document
is issued in a specific
format, called XML, that is
delivered by every single
company when a sale is
carried out. It’s really
important to mention
some benefits E-invoicing
provides, such as the
reduction of data errors,
improvement of fraud
prevention, optimization of
payment processes, and
lower audition costs.
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Hello everybody! Today we are super excited because we’re going to talk
again about E-invoicing, the amazing NetSuite world and how LatamReady

is changing the way to deal with all the tax regulations inside the Latin
American region, offering a perfect tax compliance solution!LatamReady

has more than 10 years of experience, offering the ultimate tax compliance
solution within  NetSuite for all Latin America. One of the many experiences
we collected over time is about how we improve the techniques and system

of huge companies with subsidiaries in the region because of  our hard
work processing  more than 50000 E-invoices per month . Keep scrolling

down to learn more about E-invoicing!

LEARN WHAT IS E-INVOICING



In the case of Argentina’s
customers, we need to set the
perception of what is an E-invoicing
and the relationship with a
withholding tax type but, before
sending this information to the tax
agency, the user needs to classify
the invoice transaction. For this, we
offer custom fields in order to
complete specific classifications
from the tax authorities according
to each customer.

LatamReady can make
things easier for you and

produce massive
quantities of E-invoices per
month. We’ve been saving

huge Multi-Latin
corporations millions of

dollars and hours of their
valuable time. Our

SuiteApp is the most
powerful weapon to

destroy all the stones in
your path to reach the

unachievable goals and all
within NetSuite.
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AN EXAMPLE JUST FOR YOU



LATAMREADY SUITEAPP IS AN
UNBREAKABLE SHIELD

As you may know, the LatamReady
SuiteApp is an excellent Tax
Compliance solution inside the Latin
American region within Oracle NetSuite
as it is a solution for all the tax
compliance issues your subsidiaries
inside Latin America needs in order to
solve your growing issues on tax
calculation, tax determination, and tax
rules...etc  
 
LatamReady works tirelessly every day
to provide the best tool with the
ultimate solution to all international
corporations experiencing tax
compliance problems. E-invoicing, E-
payments, Legal Ledgers, and many
other issues that can be dealt with via
LatamReady, all within NetSuite!
 
Be aware and up-to-date with all the
changes that are happening regarding
tax compliance, not only in Brazil but
also Argentina, Mexico, Colombia, and
18+ other countries in the Latin
American space. Please check
www.latamready.com or feel free to call
us at +1-786-600-2641 to avoid more
problems!
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